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editorial
Let It Begin!
This is our first issue as the
official magazine of Archery Education Resources, our latest partner in
delivering the best archery instruction
in the world. At the back of the magazine you will find their contribution:
an article for AER archery students
and also one for AER archery
instructors. Whether or not you are
affiliated with AER, we hope you will
find these articles instructive!
I can’t imagine that you didn’t notice
the change in our cover. We know
that you like the cover more than any
other feature of the magazine, at least
from the number of compliments that
come our way, that is. The problem
has always been that the cover
required a vertical photo with some
dead space at the top (for the cover
text). Professional photographers
know how to shoot for those conditions but most do not, so we have
struggled to acquire such photos. If we
could just use the large number of
spectacular (and available!) horizontal

photos . . . so I set out to redesign the
cover so we could. Please let me
know what you think.
For this first new cover, I wanted
something spectacular so the world
dumped Andy Macdonald of Australia in my lap. He sees archery in
ways no one else does, so I hope to
use his stuff more in the future. (If
you don’t think the cover photo is
spectacular, check out his photos on
pages 13 and 25. Wow!)
Speaking of serendipity, while South
Africa has been basking in the world’s
spotlight as host of the 2010 FIFA
World Cup, I got an email from a
subscriber in South Africa. Not one to
pass up an opportunity I pitched my
correspondent on writing about
archery in South Africa. So, in this
issue Drik Hoskins and his son
Edward are going to tell you about the
archery scene in that far away country!
And for those of you who haven’t seen
their countries archery showcased on
these pages, how about considering

doing it yourself? That is how all of
those other articles got published.
We also have another installment
from Jon Miller on creating a college
archery program. And, if you haven’t
been following his series, realize that
there is good advice, coming from
someone who has done it all, about
setting up any kind of archery class or
program, so don’t miss out.
Then Tom Dorigatti takes all of
you compounders through the
process of how to set up your own
personal shot sequence. (It translates
well for those who shoot recurves
and longbows in serious competition.) And I chime in with two articles, one on making the arduous task
of group tuning a little easier and
another on what rules of etiquette
and deportment should be part of
our sport, using golf as a jumping off
point.
Here’s hoping your summer
includes bull’s eyes
full of arrows.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring
in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament
and says “I like playing guitar, listening to
music, cleaning pennies, sharpening crayons,
memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting
my hard drive, but only after oatmeal baths.
Shiny objects and cookies-to be honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old works for
me.” Asked why he loves archery, he responds:
“I don’t; it loves me.”

Drik Hoskin (left) is 57 years of age and lives
in Port Elizabeth on Southern coast of South
Africa. He is married with two sons aged 16
and 29. The younger is also an archer. Drik has
been involved in different shooting sports since
1968 : in .22 small-bore rifle; .22 Olympic
pistol disciplines ; heavy calibre service rifle ;
clay pigeon shooting (with Provincial and
National Colours in three of these), then took
up archery seriously in 2008 with a compound
bow. He has gained Provincial colours in 3-D
archery in 2009 then started on the FITA outdoor target discipline in 2009. He is the 2010
Compound Master Men’s champion of Eastern
Province (in which he lives), and hunts with a
bow regularly, preferably in the walk and stalk
style. His ideal is to participate in the World
Masters Championship in Italy in 2013.
Drik’s son Edward Hoskins (right) is
the English language specialist in the family
and he helped in writing this article.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since
he was  years old. He has been bowhunting and
in competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Your Personal
Shot Sequence
(Often Spoken but So Misunderstood)
by Tom Dorigatti
All of you have read countless articles about
the necessity of having a shot sequence, following a shot
sequence, and even competing using a shot sequence.
However, there is seldom, if ever, any mention of how to
figure out what your shot sequence is or what goes into
getting your shot sequence trained in. And, is this really
the reason the pros have this uncanny ability to do the
same thing in nearly exactly the same manner, shot after
shot, and round after round? It seems that all we hear or
read is that as long as you do everything “the same exact
way, every single time,” even if it is “wrong” you will be
competitive and shoot great scores or you will be able to
easily bring down any game
animal that comes within
range. Once again, the “how to
go about it” always gets lost in
the translation; the emphasis is
always placed on the “what to
do” part of it.
This article will help you
put together your own personal shot sequence based
upon what your tendencies are, where you tend to
unconsciously make “changes” to the way you do things
from shot to shot, and what critical things you tend to
forget that throw off your concentration or focus and
lower your scoring potential.

every single shot you take. If you aren’t practicing being
consistent, just when is that supposed to happen? The
path to consistency is through your personal shot
sequence and is right there for the taking, all you have to
do is to sit down and take the time to find it!
Writing Down What You Do

It may sound silly, but about the only way you can isolate your shot sequence is to write it down. That is to say,
you must write down every single thing that you do
when you prepare to shoot an arrow; from when you step
up to the shooting line or stake, right on through to
when you hear the impact of
the arrow in the target. It is
essential that you don’t miss
even what may seem the most
miniscule, inconsequential item
in this entire process.
Remember this very
important thing: the top echelon shooters have their shot sequences “automated” from
countless hours of practice, modification, analysis, and
still more practice in doing exactly the same thing, in the
same order, time after time after time until it does indeed
become “automatic.” It didn’t come to them, as if by
magic, as they stood on the line flinging arrows and trying this and trying that. The “trying this” and “trying
that” are exactly what level beginner and many intermediate and a few “upper level” shooters do in every practice session. In my last article I outlined 20 things shooters change with their equipment or setups “on the fly”
(and shouldn’t). Well, most of us do exactly the same
thing with how we set up and execute our shots as well.
We change “this” and then we change “that” to the point
that our shooting sequence becomes a haphazard “What
did I do wrong?” approach. You then attempt to “not
make that same mistake” again. But, if you don’t know
which step you erred on, how can you correct it? Wouldn’t you rather have a “I know what I did right, and I also
know that I messed up on this specific item.” approach?

“You must write down every
single thing that you do when
you prepare to shoot
an arrow.

Isolating Your Personal
Shot Sequence—How to Begin

All of you do indeed have a shot sequence, but I’m willing to wager that very few of you, especially those of you
who are beginning-to-intermediate archers, have any
idea as to what you are actually doing when executing
any given shot. My reason for saying this is simple: very
few beginners or intermediate shooters are shooting perfect 300 indoor scores, or 300 scores with greater than 45
X-ring hits. Therefore, it should be pretty evident that
you need work, and the starting point isn’t in just more
practice. It is, rather, in more practice with exactly the
same sequence of events performed—in order—for
6
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Are you beginning to see my rationale about having
a written shot sequence for starters?
An Example of a Beginning Shot Sequence

In all probability, the easiest way to help you through this
process is to give you an example of what I’m talking
about. I’ll lay out a shot sequence that one of my students
and I put together, and then I’ll distill it down into a
manageable format that isn’t so cumbersome and confusing to you when you are on the shooting line trying
to concentrate. Comments will only be made based
upon observations or, if necessary, to further explain a
particular item.
An Example of
a Complete Shot Sequence (Beginner Level)

1. Get correct shooting stance. I see even mid-level archers
who do not have the same shooting stance from end
to end, and sometimes they even change their stance
from shot to shot. Changing your stance changes
your alignment and has a huge impact on your consistency. From the beginning, I was always taught to
keep my feet still unless I was sure that I had not
assumed the proper stance. In my opinion, this
should be the first step in everyone’s personal shot
sequence. If you are having problems with your
stance, in a previous article I outlined how to make
sure you had a proper stance each and every time
(Vol. 13, No. 5 Ed.). All this involves is placing a
sheet of poster paper or butcher paper on the shooting line, and marking the paper for proper re-positioning of your feet.
Then, once you have your
proper stance, you simply
use a Permanent marker
to mark the position of
your feet by outlining
them onto the poster or butcher paper. Then, for a
month or so, at every practice session, you put down
the paper onto the shooting line, and then step into
position with your feet as previously marked. You will
“memorize” that foot position in short order and will
also have a reference for future use. Remember, your
draw length is tuned to your stance, and your stance
is tuned to your draw length. If you change draw
length or stance, then you need to mark your new
foot position on your “paper” and memorize it over
again.
2. Withdraw correct arrow from the quiver. I teach my
students to number their arrows and to shoot their
arrows in a prescribed order. The number of the
arrow matches the particular target face (if you are
using the 5-spot NFAA or 3-spot Vegas faces, for
example). This also lets you analyze later on, while
scoring your arrows, if a particular arrow is acting up

or whether you are acting up on a particular arrow
during an end.
3. Load arrow onto bowstring in correct orientation. With
many of today’s arrow rests, loading the arrow in the
wrong orientation won’t matter much. However,
with some “shoot around” arrow rests, loading the
arrow in the wrong orientation can cause a huge miss
down range. Some top professionals have their arrow
rests set up so that even with the wrong orientation,
they will still hit the X-ring at 20 yards. However,
you beginners and intermediates are not pros. That is
why this item is in a beginner’s checklist.
4. Locate correct target. Believe it or not, many archers
often shoot at the wrong target, especially under
tournament pressure. It is impossible to score and not
get rattled if you shoot the wrong target! By matching Step #2 (above) to this step, it helps you to keep
your concentration and probably prevent shooting
the wrong target face or putting two shots into the
same target face, etc.
5. Load release onto D-loop, or connect release to bow
string.
6. Put slight pressure on bowstring with release.
7. Place bow hand into position on grip of bow. Most
shooters will spend an inordinate amount of time at
this step, only to change it in Step 10 below. Too
much fuss is being made by beginner-to-intermediate shooters concerning “exacting” bow grips. I will
say more on this later in this article.
8. Raise bow arm to target level. Regarding this item,
“skying” the bow is becoming too commonplace
these days as more and more
beginners get hooked on
high poundage for more
speed. “Skying” the bow is
not only a problem that can
cause injury to joints and
muscles; it usually leads to those muscles being in the
wrong positions for what we want to do. It also is a
safety problem as well. Many lights have been shot
out, ceiling tiles ruined, and even building sprinkler
heads shot off because of this practice by inexperienced shooters. Many ranges will not allow “skying”
of the bow.
9. Pre-aim at the correct target. If you have followed Step
#4, you already know which spot you should be
shooting at, and also whether you are on the top or
the bottom, left or right target.
10.Position your draw elbow “up.” If you are over-bowed,
the tendency is to draw the bow by twisting at the
hips, lowering the drawing elbow to the side of your
body and forcing your arms and body to draw the
bow back to it’s full draw position and the struggle to
move it into your full draw position and find your

“This is a “can do” list,
and not a “don’t do” list.”
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anchor. This places a huge strain on the rotator cuff
of the bow shoulder, the shoulders, lower back, and
even the neck muscles. It is a harbinger of a potential
serious injury.
11.Take a breath, let it out. Many shooters use this step to
relax themselves and also to provide oxygen with
which to draw the bow.
12.Settle the grip. This step is a final adjustment to Step
7 above. There I stated that most shooters actually
reset their grip just before drawing the bow. I learned
about grip from an “old school” archer of PAA fame,
Denise Libby. I was having problems shooting “lefts”
and “rights” with my Golden Eagle Recurve bow and
finger tab. Denise shook hands with me one evening
and her hand was . . . all gooey. She also ran her hand
around the grip of my Golden Eagle Recurve bow!
Then, she told me to go ahead and shoot. I told her
I couldn’t shoot with this slime on my bow hand
because the bow would come back and hit me in the

Skying your bow (also called “drawing down”) is not only “red zone”
dangerous but it causes you to have muscles in the wrong positions making your shots less than optimal.
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face. She told me not to worry about it and just
shoot. I shot several arrows with this “gooey” set up
and to my amazement, the arrows were going right
down the middle, and the bow was extremely comfortable in my hand to boot! Denise then told me
that with the “Vaseline Grip Drill” that I would
quickly learn to just let the bow settle into what is a
natural fit between the bow and my hand and not
worry about it. She said that the bow grip, if I just let
it work by itself, would find that “sweet spot” every
single time. The very next league night, I shot my
first indoor 300 with fingers and release, and believe
me, left and right arrows were not a problem! Since
then, I’ve always just let the bow seek its own natural position and am not overly concerned myself with

my “grip” of the bow. It is akin to “letting it float, and
shooting the shot.”
13.Drop your shoulders. This step is often missed, especially with beginners and intermediate shooters who
are struggling with either too long of a draw length,
too much poundage, or both. This critical step is one
that can really cause problems with alignment, sight
picture, steadiness, confidence, and of course the
point of impact of the arrow. Some drop their shoulders and are able to keep them down during Step #7
or Step #11. If so, then fine; otherwise, I teach the
students to make sure those shoulders are down and
that bone on bone alignments are in place and that
their bow shoulder is not up and back towards their
chin.
14.Smoothly draw the bow to full draw/the stops. You
shouldn’t just jerk the bow back quickly, but rather
draw it smoothly and deliberately, never taking your
eye off the correct target. Many archers have problems with this step if they are over-bowed or are
shooting either too weak or too narrow of a launcher
blade for the diameter of the shaft they are trying to
shoot. Anytime the arrow falls off the rest while trying to draw the bow, your concentration is broken,
and you should start over. Anytime this becomes a
constant problem, you need to analyze why you are
having this problem and correct it . . . immediately.
15.Bring the bow string to you with minimum movement of
your head, neck, and shoulders. I can’t emphasize this
one enough. Keeping your head and eyes still goes a
long, long way to making you consistent and able to
duplicate shots over and over. Some head movement
may be inevitable, but bobbing your head/chin up or
down or moving your head inwards or outwards to
reach the string takes time, and when it comes to
shot execution, taking too much time will result in a
poorly executed shot. And, if your head was in the
right position before and you move it, it is now in a
wrong position. This is why I preach, “Bring the
string to you, don’t you go chasing the string.”
16.Settle into your anchor firmly and solidly. One common
problem for most beginner-to-intermediate shooters
is the “anchor.” As I wrote in a previous article, there
are many shooters who are convinced that today’s
cams are designed with “hard stops” and that means
that they are drawing back the bow to the same spot
every single time (Vol. 11, No. 1 Ed.). My data indicate that this is far from the truth. And consistency
of your “to anchor draw length” is probably directly
related to your score, especially when it comes to Xcounts. Outdoors, variation in “to anchor draw
length” is very troubling; especially if the draw length
setting is too long for the shooter in question. I’ve
seen archers who vary their “to anchor draw length”
by as much a 3⁄4˝ from shot to shot, or end to end, or
Archery Focus

from beginning of a round to the end of the round as
they tire. These people are shocked when I prove it to
them with a “marking arrow.” They cannot believe
that those “hard stops” aren’t automatically solving
this problem for them! The real problem is getting
into the hard stops fairly consistently, but due to
alignment variations and you becoming tense, you
are “leaking away” or losing tension to the point
you cannot hold steady at
all. Obviously this is a
critical step. The most
critical aspect of proper
shooting form is achieving correct draw length.
The sooner you master
getting exactly to your
draw length shot to shot,
end to end, and round to round, the sooner your
scores are going to come up and be more consistent.
17.Center the scope into the peep sight. The key here is that
you already have your head in the correct position,
and your anchor and peep height are accommodated
to one another. If you have to move your chin up or
down, or if you have to fish for your anchor to find
your peep, you need to move your peep until you
don’t have to do that. Misaligning the scope housing
with the hole in the peep sight can cause serious
misses downrange outdoors. Indoors, it can “kill”
your X-count and even cost you a 300 score.
18.Level up the bubble. Many indoor shooters don’t pay
any attention to their
bubble at all, and many
do very well that way.
However, since many
shooters also shoot outdoors, I’m sure that those
shooters are very cognizant of their bubble
positioning no matter
whether they are shooting indoors or outdoors.
Yes, if you do the same
thing every time, then it
will have the same effect on the arrow every time.
However, with regard to the bubble, what you get
away with indoors (being off level) will not bode well
outdoors past 20 yards! Why practice two different
sequences and give yourself the chance to confuse
yourself with regard to which one you are using?
19.Set your breath. Most shooters will take a deep breath
and let half of it out at this point.
20.Take up the slack/go to the trigger. What is meant here
is, through the learning process, to get the right
amount of pressure onto the trigger of the release

(take up the slack), and get “on” the trigger, but only
firmly enough to insure you are in contact with said
trigger and not tending to punch it or be tentative
with it. This is a learned process, and it is a tough part
of the shot sequence. Apprehension, fear of missing,
tightening up the release hand, pushing with the bow
arm too much or too little, will all cause problems
with this step. Nobody can
teach you the “how” of this
part. You must learn how
much pressure you can apply
to the trigger or release to be
comfortable with it not firing
too early or too late.
21. Continue your “pinch.”
The “tension” (back tension)
or pulling should never completely stop during any
drawing cycle. This is really a continuous effort.
Starting or stopping the “pull/push” is problematical
for most shooters because you get into “calibrating”
and trying to make sure that the sight is dead center
instead of “letting it float, trusting your form, and
shooting the shot.” I personally struggle with this
particular element of my shot sequence every single
arrow. Sometimes I execute it correctly, and the outcome is nothing but an X. If I miss this step or make
a haphazard effort at it, then I’ll shoot 5’s and often
4’s. This step, at least for me, is more critical than
Step #16. However, keep in mind that I have shot for
many years, so many of the steps above are second
nature for me now. (This is a
hint as to where we are going
after this list is completed.
Read on.)
22. Let it float/don’t force it.
This is pretty much selfexplanatory. However, if,
during this step you are starting to tighten up or the sight
won’t settle, or the sight is
bobbing all over the place,
then you have messed up
long before you got to this
step. Let down and start over! A rule of thumb I give
to my beginners and intermediates is that if your dot
comes out of the bull’s-eye for the third time, let the
shot down. For more advanced shooters, the rule of
thumb is if it comes out of the X-ring for the third
time, let down and start over. This step is very, very
difficult to master and be religious about, especially
under tournament pressure or when people are waiting on you during a practice session. I struggle with
“forcing it” myself, so you aren’t alone, my friends!

“You can only think of one thing
at a time. Thinking through your
shot sequence is thinking form.
Thinking form will allow you to
focus on only form and to ‘let it
float and shoot the shot.’”

“If you trust the shot, then it
happens by itself. It will happen
by itself, if you repeat the steps
on your checklist exactly the
same way every time, from shot
to shot, end to end, and round to
round.”

Archery Focus
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23.Keep your chin steady. Many shooters will tend to let
their chins sag when a shot is taking too long. At this
point, once the chin comes down or rises, everything
else falls out of whack and the shot is a lost cause. Let
down and start over.
24.Finish the shot. What is meant by this step is that the
bow arm stays up until you hear the impact of the
arrow. I teach that the shot isn’t over until the arrow
is in the target. Other cues that are based upon this
theme are “same contact point with release hand,” or
“Bow directly towards the target.” As Dean Pridgen
says, “Followthrough: the last thing to come and the
first thing to go.”
25.Remain focused/restart for next shot.
26.Run the next shot’s shot sequence through your mind.
This step is important to accomplish every single
shot, every single time. First off, it keeps you focused
on the positives. It allows you to shake off that last
shot, forget about it, and get focused on the only shot
you can control, that being the one that you are now
loading up in your bow. If you are using the placard,
then read it through entirely between each shot, and
at the same time, visualize exactly how you are going
to execute this next shot. Remember, it is the only
shot you are in control of at this time.
27.No negative thoughts. I cannot stress this enough.
Anything negative that enters your mind should
prompt a complete restart of any shot sequence. If
you even think “miss” or “wrong” or “isn’t right” then
this should prompt a complete re-starting of the shot
sequence.
What’s Next?

By now you are saying to yourself, “I’ll never have time
between shots to go through all of this stuff!”
You are absolutely correct in saying that. However,
now that you have it written down on paper, you simply
need to go back through the master list and, on a separate paper or on your computer, ask yourself these questions as you read each step of your shot sequence:
A. Do I already do this every time without having to
really think about it? (It’s automated already).
B. Does this item ever cause me to miss or shoot a bad
shot because I tend to forget to do it?
If you answer yes to “A” and no to question “B”, then you
can delete it from your “new” list.
If you answer no to question A and yes to question
B, then you need to keep the item on your new shot
sequence list and highlight it in red. You might be doing
it every time in your mind, but the effect of not doing it
causes you to miss, so you are probably “off and on” with
the item.
This is a very, very simple process. Be aware, however, that beginners will end up with longer lists, typically
of about 10-15 key items. Intermediate archers may have
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about the same number of items, but they are more
sophisticated or refined than those items on a beginner’s
list. I recommend that an upper level shooter keep their
checklist down to eight items or fewer. In addition, if you
have found a discrepancy not in your shot sequence, or
you are learning a new release aid or making a form
change, then those critical items will need to be incorporated into a new checklist.
Example of a Pared Down List
for a Beginning Shooter

Here’s a Sample of a “pared down” shot sequence list for
a beginning shooter or one who has not used a written
checklist before, but opted to trust their memory. This is
a possible checklist as a result of asking/answering the
two questions above.
1. Correct Shooting Stance.
2. Correct Arrow/Nock Orientation
3. Correct Target
4. Hook up/Bow hand
5. Pre-Aim
6. Elbow Up, Shoulders Down
7. Breathe, Settle Grip
8. Draw String to Me
9. Solid Anchor/Stops
10. Center Scope/Level up/Focus
11. Take up Slack
12. Start Pinch
13. Chin Steady/Relax
14. Finish Shot
This checklist was developed by asking the two
questions for each item on the master list and then using
only the “Key Words” as well as joining related steps
together. This list is a little long, but again, it is intended
to help a beginner who is just learning his/her shot
sequence. These archers need the extra support and
prompting so that they are more readily accommodated
into doing the same things in the same order, every single time.
You will notice that this shot sequence is now down
from 27 steps to only 14. You will also notice that “aim,
aim, aim” is not part of this checklist. The reason for this
is that Step #22 handles this just fine. I try to teach my
students to concentrate on “Letting it Float and Shooting the Shot” rather than aiming. In my opinion, “aiming” brings on calibrating, and calibrating brings on
freezing or being tentative in shooting the shot and as a
result, the entire shot sequence breaks down quickly.
Beside that, what is “aiming” anyway? If you ask 10 people what aiming is, you will likely get 10 different
answers! Notice also that the checklist does not contain
any negatives. This is a “can do” list, and not a “don’t do”
list. Remember, anything negative that enters your mind
during a shot will cause you to end up in a miss. You certainly don’t want to have your checklist contesting that
Archery Focus

fact.
How Do You Get This Up Front and Personal?

This is the easy and fun part. Now that you have the
shot sequence pared down to a more manageable level
with your “Key Words” contained therein, it is a very
simple process to size it, print it out, and then place it
where it is directly visible to you without having to hunt
for it or cause a lot of movement on the shooting line (so
as to avoid disrupting the shooters next to you). Here’s
how I accomplish this:
If you have a computer:
1. Make a Text Box in MS Word that is 2 inches wide
by 3 inches tall.
2. Then, by numbering your items, simply make a list
inside the text box, using a font size you can easily
read.
3. Put those critical items you tend to make mistakes
on in red on the list, the others can go in black or
blue. My personal checklist is down to seven items
(I’m learning three new elements that have come up
and causing me problems since my change over to
left-handed shooting.), so my card is only 11⁄2˝ x
11⁄2˝.
4. Put double sided tape on the back of your check list.
5. Cut out your check-list from the paper/tape combination
6. Cover your checklist with writeable clear cello tape
to prevent it from washing out.
7. You can make a “placard” out of the material used for
blister packs. Release aids, nocks, vanes, etc come in
blister packs large enough to accommodate the sizing you need. Just cut out a piece to match the sizing
of your Text Box cut-out.
8. Place your checklist onto the Blister Pack Plastic
material
9. Attach the checklist to your bow riser with Velcro.
Attach it so that it is in plain view for you to read
between shots and so that you don’t have to move
around to see it or get at it. Make sure that it isn’t in
your sight window or view when you are aiming at
the target.
In the previous column you will find three examples
of such checklists.
Summary

We have discussed the importance of new or even experienced shooters getting organized and writing down a
personal shot sequence. You should start with writing
down everything you do in the preparation for shooting
an arrow. (This really has to be “everything,” because
what will happen if you leave something out?) Then,
after itemizing this shot sequence checklist, you ask the
following two questions:
Archery Focus
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Sample Beginner’s Checklist and What it
Looks Like in Bow-ready Form
1. Correct Shooting Stance.
2. Correct Arrow/Nock Orientation
3. Correct Target
4. Hook Up/ Bow Hand
5. Pre-Aim
6. Elbow Up, Shoulders Down
7. Breathe, Settle Grip
8. Draw String to You
9. Solid Anchor/Stops
10. Center Scope/Level up/Focus
11. Take Up Slack
12. Start Pinch
13. Chin Steady/Relax
14. Finish Shot

My Current Personal Checklist
1. Closed Stance.
2. Fwd/Angled Anchor
3. Center Peep
4. Rotate Elbow
5. Take Up Slack
6. RELAX
7. Chin Up

A Student’s Personal Checklist
1. Proper Stance.
2. Correct Arrow
3. Correct Target
4. Thumb Contact
5. Chin Steady
6. Pull/Contact
7. 2X Off = Let Down
8. Bow Arm Up
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1. Do I already do this every time without having to
really think about it? (It’s automated already).
2. Does this item cause me to miss or shoot a bad shot
because I tend to forget to do it?
If you answer yes to “A” and “no” to question “B”, then
delete it from your “new” list.
If you answer No to question A and yes to question
B, then you need to keep the item on your new shot
sequence list and highlight it in red. You might be doing
that item every time in your mind, but the effect of not
doing it causes you to miss, so you are probably “off and
on” with the item.
Be aware, however that beginners will have longer
checklists (about 10-15 key items). Intermediate shooters may have about the same number of items, but they
will be more sophisticated than those of a beginner. I
recommend that upper level shooters keep their checklists down to eight items or fewer. In addition, if you
have found a discrepancy not on your shot sequence, or
you are learning a new release aid or making a form
change, then those critical items will need to be incorporated into a new checklist.
I then took the 27 item master list and pared it
down to 14 “critical” items
that the shooter needs to
complete in order, every time
in order to complete a perfect or nearly perfect shot. I
outlined how to make the
“Check-list Placard” on a
computer so that you could
cut it out, apply it to a piece
of blister pack plastic, and
then attach it to your riser
with Velcro and place it so
that you could read it before
you start the next shot
sequence. This constant
reviewing of your shot
sequence will quickly get it
ingrained into your mind so
that it will more quickly become part of your shot
sequence without you really having to think about it.
We also discussed the importance of having a proper shooting stance and being consistent with adopting it.
We discussed the importance of being as close as possible to the same exact “to anchor draw length” and the
potential effect on consistency and accuracy if you do
not, especially when outdoors. I pointed out that a common mistake is made by not moving the string of the
drawn bow to the shooter. In addition, the archer should
keep his/her head and chin position as free of movement
as is possible, especially when coming in to anchor and
during the start/completion of the “pinch” (back tension).

You were provided with three sample Shooter’s
Check Lists, among them my own current personal
check list that I’m using at the time of writing this article.
Shot sequences can and do change. What is good
about this ProActive approach (having a written and visible shooter’s check list) is that it can be updated quickly and easily. It is visible to you any time you want it. If
you find something that has crept into your form that
isn’t on the check list, or if something that is on the
check list is out of date and no longer needs to be there,
you simply add the new item or get rid of the old.
The placard is inexpensive to make, is light, and can
be positioned in such a fashion that you can have it readily available to help you keep on track, shooting one
good shot at a time. It can and will help to keep you
focused on your game and help you to forget a bad shot.
You can only think of one thing at a time. Thinking
through your shot sequence is thinking form. Thinking
form will allow you to focus on only form and to “let it
float and shoot the shot.” If you trust the shot, then it
happens by itself. It will happen by itself, if you repeat
the steps on your check-list exactly the same way every
time, from shot to shot, end
to end, and round to round.
If you’ve never given any
thought to what your shot
sequence is, then perhaps it
is time you give this method
a try. If you are having shooting problems, I think you
will find that by following
the above program, you will
begin to improve and better
understand what it is that
you do correctly, and what it
is that sometimes you get out
of sequence or perhaps rush
by or don’t complete it at all.
If you use this method and
things are going well, you
may well remove the Placard from your bow’s riser.
However, it would be wise to retain that checklist for use
“when” (not if ) your shooting takes a down turn. You
will most likely get yourself right back on track in minutes by breaking out this checklist, reattaching it to your
riser, and reading it between each and every shot. You
will most likely say to yourself “Holy cow, I let that one
slide, didn’t I?”
This is yet another piece of “ProActive Archery” at
work.

“Be aware, however that beginners will have longer checklists
(about 10-15 key items).
Intermediate shooters may have
about the same number of
items, but they will be more
sophisticated than those of a
beginner. I recommend that
upper level shooters keep their
checklists down to
eight items or fewer.”
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by Drik and Edward Hoskins
On a quiet morning in the winter of 2009, 35 The compound bow is very popular although recurve
archers stepped up to the 90m shooting line at an bows are steadily making a comeback, especially
annual tournament in Durban. But after the first 36 amongst university students.
In the past 60 years numerous archers have reprearrows, there was a buzz in the air: the national
record had just been broken by four points! A hun- sented South Africa in the Olympic Games and at
dred and forty four arrows later Seppie Cilliers is the international tournaments all over the globe. Kirstin
new FITA 30m World Record holder. With a total Lewis, considered one of the finest ladies recurve
score of 1407 (348; 348; 351 and 360 with 33 X’s) he archers in SANAA’s history, shot in three Olympic
became only the second archer on the African conti- Games (1996, 2000 and 2004). At the Beijing Games
nent to break the magical 1400 barrier in a FITA only Calvin Hartley represented South Africa in the
men’s event.
Outdoor competition.
There are a number of excellent compound
Such occurances aren’t exactly everyday things in
South Africa. Let me tell you a little about archery in archers in South Africa. At present both Seppie Cilliers and Nico Benade are members of the elite “FITA
the tip of the African continent.
The South African National Archery Association International 1400 Club.” An upcoming star in the
(SANAA) was established in 1949 and is the nation- female compound is 17 year old Jorina Coetsee. Her
al sport federation for target archers. SANAA is
affiliated to FITA and it is
possible to shoot in a
FITA competition at least
every month. FITA outdoor target competition is
the most popular form of
archery and, in line with
the modern international
trend, the 720 elimination
format has been introduced at most tournaments. Although the new
Set System may not be to
everyone’s liking, people
are getting used to it and
some exciting elimination
rounds have been seen.
The medal shootoff at the Rhodes Championships at historic Rhodes University.
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Seppie Chilliers coaching.

scores are creeping ever closer to the 1400 mark. At
the recent FAA Championships in Egypt, Jorina and
Riaan Crowther represented South Africa. Both won
gold in their respective divisions. In the recently held
World Cup Team event in Antalya Turkey, the trio of
Seppie Cilliers, Riaan Crowther, and Nico Benade
beat the highly rated and current World Champions
from the USA to win the gold medal! This event was
shot on the new hit/miss targets at 50m and developed into a tightly fought battle, with the South
Africans eventually winning 7-5.
In order to develop a pool of talented archers for
the future, coaching is taken very seriously. All
national coaches are FITA accredited and coaching
standards from novice through to Grand Master are
closely controlled and monitored. International
coaches visiting the country are welcomed and good
use made of their knowledge and skills at coaching
clinics. The top archers in the country are put in the
Gold Squad and are further developed and have an
extremely competent management team to look after
their interests. This is done for both senior and junior
archers. The past two years have seen the scores at
most major competitions in the country steadily
climbing as more archers are setting their sights on a
Gold Squad slot.
Indoor and field archery is represented by the
South African National Indoor and Field Archery
Archery Focus

Association. With a relative small pool of archers in
the country, there are many people who shoot in all of
the different disciplines. Seppie Cilliers, previously
mentioned, is also the South African national indoor
champion with a full score of 600 and 115 X’s.
The 2010 National Championship was held over
the last weekend of April and was graded as a Continental Tournament. Participants from South Africa,
Namibia, Benin, Mauritius and Egypt took part. A
full shooting line of 180 archers had to contend with
three days of cold and rainy weather. Despite this
some excellent scores were shot with the top four
men’s compound archers all scoring above 1380. The
men’s recurve was won by Ahmed Mohamed of
Egypt.
The International Bowhunting Organisation
(IBO) 3-D type shooting is extremely popular in
South Africa. Here it is called ABO 3-D. It’s popularity is certainly because of the outdoor appeal, especially to younger kids. With great summer and mild
winter weather, 3-D is practised year round in all
parts of the country. In the more densely populated
areas, archers can pick and choose which club’s shoot
they want to attend on any particular Saturday morning. In more remote areas dedicated archers often
travel up to 150 miles to attend the nearest shoot! We
have always used the classic McKenzie animals, but a
Continued on Next Page
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A challenging 3-D shot through dense African bush.
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Training is sometimes a solitary endeavour.

typical African animal range is now being developed
and some of these animals are already in production
e.g. Impala and Blue Wildebeest (gnu). A typical 3-D
shoot will usually draw between 100 and 150 archers
on a Saturday morning. Proceedings will be started by
the U/12 age group, many armed with “traditional
bows” as they are known here. The course will include
some animals as well as balloons for fun. The rest of
the participants then shoot a full ABO round consisting of 20 targets at unmarked distances up to 46 yds.
Shoots are usually held on private farmland and thus
make for really interesting and challenging course layouts. The American IBO rules are followed with
minor adjustments for local conditions.
Africa is classical hunting country. With a spectacular variety of soft skinned game animals it is no
wonder that bow hunting is the fastest growing
sport here. As it has become almost impossible for
ordinary citizens to obtain a licence to possess a
hunting rifle in South Africa, bow hunting has
become very popular amongst persons in the 20 to
35 year old age group. This, of course, also partly
explains the popularity of compound bows and 3-D
shooting. The hunting fraternity is well organised
and hunting clubs encourage their members to do a
National Certificate of Proficiency. This has done a
great deal to promote ethical bow hunting, and in
many parts of the country this certificate is a prereq-
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uisite in order to obtain a hunting permit. Africa’s
Bow Hunter (www.africasbowhunter.co.za) is our
dedicated bowhunting magazine, covering everything from hunting techniques to survival skills. The
South African Hunters and Game Conservation
Organisation, with more than 40 000 members has
also become involved with archery and is at present
busy introducing the American NASP (National
Archery in the Schools Program) here. This has
been quite successful, but due to limited manpower
and financial constraints, implementation is progressing slowly.
Travelling to South Africa with your bow is no
more difficult than anywhere else in the world. A
sturdy lockable bow case will enable you to bring
your favourite bow on holiday and enjoy some wonderful shooting or hunting with fellow archers.
Spares, service and friendly advice is available everywhere. So, why not visit the SANAA website at
www.sanaa.org.za and plan for the most exciting
holiday of your life?

Continued on Next Page
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Waiting her turn after Dad.

Finally!
Professional Archery Technique
is back in print!
Professional Archery Technique, by Kirk Ethridge, a landmark book for compound archers,
as been out of print for quite a while. Now, Watching Arrows Fly is bringing Professional
Archery Technique back. No more searching through used book stores or paying over $75
for a rare new copy.
Professional Archery Technique
was written by Kirk Ethridge, who has
won numerous indoor and outdoor
championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA
competition, as well as being the 1992
Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and
1993 FITA World Indoor Champion.
Kirk shares his expertise and hardwon advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting
your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental
game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique
blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances
to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that
were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder
why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners
do it!
While focussed on compound
archers who want to excel, Kirk also
offers tips to recurve archers and
bowhunters.
Professional Archery Technique will be available at online booksellers and better
archery retailers in July. If you are interested in carrying Professional Archery Technique in
your shop or store, contact Claudia at claudia@watchingarrowsfly.com.

Watching Arrows Fly, LLC
3712 N. Broadway#285, Chicago, IL 60613
800.671.1140 www.watchingarrowsfly.com

A ‘Simple Tech’
Approach to
Group Tuning
by Steve Ruis
Group tuning is brutal. Group tuning is arduous.
There has to be a better way. Maybe there is. And I
am not talking about handheld, high tech arrow
charting doohickeys. I am talking “simple tech” here.
Group Tuning—The Basics

(smaller round, proportional groups) or worse (larger
non-round, or non-proportional groups). Each
change requires a test and the basic rule of tuning is:
never make more than one change at a time. If you
make two or more changes at one time and there is an
improvement, you won’t be able to tell which change
caused the improvement; maybe Change A caused a
big improvement and Change B made it less! There is
no way to tell, so one change at a time, then test
whether there was an effect.
Of course, this is a microtuning procedure, so you
are making really small changes . . . meaning you are
going to be shooting many, many test
arrows. And each one you have to keep
track of. There are a number of ways to
do this. One way was to draw (or now
render on a computer) mock targets
that you can print out and then use to
chart your groups. Each arrow has to be
marked on your clipboard after each
end you shoot. There are computer programs to do this now and handheld
devices to run them, although they are
not necessarily less tedious, nor do they
always keep records of what you are
interested in.

In group tuning one establishes a baseline for one’s
group sizes by shooting large numbers of arrows at a
wide spread of distances. Then the groups are examined. The groups should be round with their sizes
proportional to the distances shot. Being round
means the arrows making the group would fit in a circle and would be distributed as much
left as right, as much up as down, and
be more concentrated toward the center
of the group. By proportional to the distances shot, it means the diameters
(widths or heights) of the circles should
correspond to the distances. For example, if you shoot six arrows in a 10 inch
group at 20 yards they should be in a 20
inch circle at 40 yards and a 30 inch circle at 60 yards (see illustration). If the
groups are smaller or larger than they
should be at either end of the distance
range, there is something wrong with
your tune. You can tune for better performance at longer distances but with a
sacrifice in performance at shorter, and
vice-versa, but generally we would like
our equipment to perform equally well
over all of the distances we shoot.
Group tuning tends to be exhausting as you have to shoot many groups
(dozens of arrows) to establish a normal
group size and you have to do this at a
number of distances. Then if you make Group sizes should vary with the
a tuning change (for example, moving distance shot; at half the distance
the nocking point locator down just a your groups should be half the diameter, etc. At three times the disyance,
tiny bit), you have to do it over again to groups
should be three times the
see if that change made things better diameter.
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Group Tuning—A New Approach

I am enamored of “simple tech,” that is
technology that is inherently easy,
effective, and inexpensive. This is
included in this approach to group tuning. The materials you need are: a roll of
butcher paper, a pen, and some tape,
maybe a sheet of clear plastic. Actually
any kind of rather large cheap paper
will do, so you could use pages from a
newspaper if you wanted to. At one
time I did group tuning using fresh targets for each distance, but I found that
rather expensive. This accomplishes the
Archery Focus

Not being foolish, if I
same thing but in a much
shoot a really bad shot, when
less expensive way. For
I pull the arrow, I put the big
example, let’s say you are
end of my red Sharpie pen in
going to use a FITA Round
the hole and wiggle it
as your group testing format.
around, so I know that arrow
This involves 36 arrows shot
hole was a mistake and
at four different distances.
should not be counted as one
The 36 arrows could be conof my outliers. We are looksidered six groups of six
ing for the pattern our good
arrows, so that should be a
shots make.
reasonable number of arrows
So, with four sheets of
at each distance for testing.
paper and my overlay . . . and
All you need are one (1)
a lot of shooting (sorry, it is
122cm FITA target and one
unavoidable) I can get a
(1) 80 cm FITA target and
baseline. I can tell by looking
your supply of paper, tape,
whether my groups are
and a pen.
What you are going to A piece of cheap paper taped to the back of your target face round. I can compare my
do is tape a piece of the becomes a recorder of arrow holes, from which group sizes can be group’s diameters to their
A piece of clear plastic sheeting, with concentric cir- distances. (Hint: Distance
cheap paper on to the back determined.
cles in 2˝ increments drawn on can help to quickly determine the
divided by group size should
of the target face before pin- size of any group.
give you roughly the same
ning it up and firing away. If
the paper is large enough to be cut to the same size as number if your group sizes are proportional.)
Then, a tweak and do it all again. Not at all four
the target face, do so and tape it to the back. If it is
too small to be cut the same size as the target face, distances, though. Make the tweak and check it
simply make the paper square and then draw an X on against one distance. If your grouop doesn’t get any
the back of the target face (by drawing straight lines smaller, why would you check the other distances? So,
from corner to corner, then if you place the cheap tweak-check, tweak-check, . . . , and when you get
paper so each of its corners touches a line it will be what you think is the optimal result, then check one
perfectly centered. As insurance that you will always of the longer distances to see if you got the same
know where the center of the cheap paper was (and effect there.
Oh, write the date, bow and arrow data, group
the target face it is taped to), you can hold it up to the
light and place a dot on the cheap paper where the X size, distance, etc. right on the sheet and you can then
compare group sizes from year to year (if there is any
in the X-ring is.
Now, you pin up the target face and then shoot room left in your garage to keep the sheets). You do
your 36 arrows. Replace the sheet of paper behind the need to keep such records because your group sizes
vary from day to day as well and you want to know
target face when you change distances.
Analyzing the Results So, how good are your what your normal range of groups sizes is at each disresults? I took a sheet of clear, colorless plastic and tance.
drew circles on it with a makeshift compass (a center
dot, followed by rings every two inches). This could Conclusion
then be used as an overlay on the cheap paper “record” Group tuning is tedious, but it is the ultimate gauge
from each distance. Each arrow punched a hole in the of your shooting. It is sensitive and based on the ultipaper behind the target face. I do not try to count the mate outcome for an archer which is consistency of
holes as two arrows could find the same hole or two arrows shot (locations of the groups can be an issue
arrows could make a hole big enough to look like but this should have been handled during previous
three arrows made the hole, etc. (I found this out, of tuning procedures). Because it is tedious, you won’t do
course, by trying it that way.) Now I look for the out- it until you have done all of the more crude kinds of
liers, the arrows farther out. They tend to make sepa- testing you can do on your target bow (paper tuning,
rate holes and they are easier to count. I made an arbi- bare shaft tuning, whatever). And using some inextrary decision that “my group size” would be defined pensive sheets of paper, some tape, and a plastic overby where the inner 90% of the arrows landed. So the lay can make the recordkeeping more tolerable, even
circle I am looking for only has four (out of 36) arrow if all the shooting still needs to be done.
holes outside of it. The diameter of that circle is my
“group size.”
Archery Focus
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Equipping a
Traveling Team
by Jonathan Miller
This article is a continuation of my article in
the previous issue in which I was writing about starting up a traveling team at a college club. A traveling
team is obviously different from a recreational club in
many ways, and one way is in the type of equipment
used. To build a good team you will need competition
appropriate equipment for those who do not own
their own gear. I will explain what the Purdue
Archery Team does to get good equipment in order to
be able to send team members to the national championships and what they use so team members can
grow into their own personal equipment. I will go
through what to buy (and why to buy it), how to set
it up, and how you can use the equipment to segue
your archers into starting to purchase their own competitive equipment.
Buying the Right Equipment

Buying the right equipment is necessary for the traveling team to grow and do well at tournaments. Make
sure you do your homework first and buy equipment
that will not only work at
the moment but also
work in the future and for
many different archers.
Quality and simplicity are keys to saving you many
headaches and long nights up trying to modify and
repair bad equipment. What is easiest is to buy the
equipment needed to make multiple bow packages
that you will assemble. Start by creating five (or more
if you can afford it) individual setups that can be
handed out to archers in a bow bag that has every-

thing they need to be competitive. What is in these
bags is non-archer specific, meaning it does not
include things that must be tailored to one archer

“The ultimate goal of this equipment is twofold, the first is to
give your team members equipment good enough to become
competitive, and the second is
to give team members a route
to acquire their own equipment
by using the club equipment in
the interim.”
such as a tab, arrows, etc. The bags that Purdue makes
includes: a riser (that accepts ILF limbs), limbs,
string, bow sight, stabilizer, rest, plunger, clicker,
bow stand, stringer, tools,
and of course the bag
itself. If you do some shopping around, you will be
able to find this equipment at affordable prices, especially by using companies which give college clubs
discounts. Now you may have noticed I left a few
things off of the equipment list such as: a quiver, an
arm guard, chest protector, bow sling, etc. These are
things team members must have before they get the

Part 7 of a Series
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
equipment because these items can be used when they
upgrade bows. At the end of the article is a complete
list of the bow package that Purdue uses.
Setting up all of this equipment is your responsibility, whether you get individual equipment for
members or equipment for your club’s traveling team
as we are discussing here. It is implied, if not explicit,
that if an archer gets equipment through you that you
can set it up for them, so be prepared. If you are incapable or unable to set up equipment, then make sure
you find someone who can. (One option is to send the
team on a coaching trip to a coach in the region who
can steer the traveling team in the right direction. A
coaching trip is a whole different issue, so let’s stick
with the prepared bow setups for now.)
When you get the traveling team’s equipment, do
a pre-set up before you hand out the bow packages.
For each bow you need to
get the sight bolted on,
nocking point locators tied
on, arrow rests attached,
etc. Starting out, the bow
doesn’t need to be perfect
for new team archers, it
will take a while for them
to get settled form and then you can personalize the
bows for them. Don’t put a clicker on the bow until
they have a solid form. At this point you will have a
bow that can hit the target using club arrows and that
can be used for many different archers. Scout the club
for those who need the bows the most, so they can
then have the bows personalized for them. You will

find that many in your club will want to purchase
their own equipment. You certainly can let them, but
don’t let them go all out. Getting equipment that is
too advanced for the state of their form can actually
retard their learning.
The ultimate goal of this equipment is twofold,
the first is to give your team members equipment
good enough to become competitive, and the second
is to give team members a route to acquire their own
equipment by using the club equipment in the interim. By buying risers that use ILF limbs, you can easily allow your archers to interchange limbs so they can
gradually increase poundage as they get better. Also, a
riser that accepts ILF limbs will usually also have all
the standard holes needed for quality accessories, so
shooters can purchase new sights, better plungers, etc.
This is also good in that your archers can slowly build
up their inventory of
archery equipment without
breaking the bank. This
helps you, because when
they have made a purchase
and are done with the lent
equipment, you can then
pass it on to someone else.
For example, take a set of limbs. If they buy their own
limbs you can now pass the limbs they were using on
to someone else or have as a spare pair in case someone wants to increase poundage but not buy a whole
new bow.

“It is implied, if not explicit, that
if an archer gets equipment
through you that you can set it
up for them, so be prepared.”
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Getting bows with ILF limb fittings (that will accept International Limb Fitting limbs) greatly expands the opportunities to swap these pieces and
also to adjust them to suit the team’s archers.

Here is a list of the items that Purdue puts in its
bow bags.
• KAP Winstar II Riser
Highest quality and ILF for lowest cost
• T-Rex Limbs by KAP
Affordable for buying multiple pairs at many different draw weights
• Hoyt Recurve Backpack
Does not look like a bow case on campus therefore
less likely to be stolen
• 68˝ string (custom made)
• Cartel Medalist Recurve Sight
Affordable, yet practical for outdoor shooting
• LAS Large Post Sight Aperture
Metal rings are more stable
• Cavalier Master Plunger
Easy to adjust and good quality for the price
• AAE/Cavalier Extended Clicker (
Attaches to sight ext. bar and must be used so you
can buy arrows long enough for them to grow into
as their draw weight gets higher
• AAE/Cavalier Free Flyte Arrow rest
Great rest that can be adjusted and can be upgraded easily to the Free Flyte Elite
• Cartel Carbon Stabilizer
Already comes with weights attached
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• Cartel 2˝ Deluxe Shock Eater
An affordable rubber shock absorber
• Saunders Recurve Bow Stringer
• Cartel Starter Stand
Low cost and practical
If you have any questions with this article or specific
problems, you can contact me at Jonkmiller984@
gmail.com.
Editor’s Note You may have noticed a change in Jon’s
email address, that is because Jon has graduated from
Purdue! Congratulations to Jon! (If you are in the
process of trying to get a college club going, have no
fear, he will be continuing this series!)
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G o l f E n v y,
Part Deux
by Steve Ruis
I wrote an article entitled “Golf Envy” a
while back (Vol. 10, No. 6) which was focused on
how much money golf pros make competing, how
much money tournament organizers make (usually
for charity), and organized golf ’s commitment to
coaching. There are many other aspects to golf that
have lessons for archers and coaches, too.
Golf has deportment rules, some being rules of
the game and others being rules of etiquette, that are
to be envied. (Examples: Replace your divot. Rake the
sand. Repair ball marks. If you take a swing, it counts.
If we shoot an 8, we take an 8. If I violate a rule, I call
it on myself.)

“Shouldn’t we be providing new
archers with our expectations of
their behavior as participants in
our sport? Some may claim that
‘We already do this;’
I say ‘Show me.’”
What would such a set of rules for archery look
like? We do have rules of deportment/etiquette in
archery. (Examples: Don’t touch anyone else’s equipment without their permission. Leave the line as soon
as you are done shooting (target). Stay at the stake
until your partner is don’t shooting (field). Don’t discuss an archer’s mother while he is at full draw
(field).) But I am unaware that these are collected
anywhere, nor are there rules codifying most. To augment the meager rules we do have I looked to golf for
some starting points.
The Rules of Golf Archery Etiquette

I went to a golf web site (MrGolf.com) to look up some
of the common rules of golf etiquette for inspiration.
Here are some golfing etiquette rules and what
archery equivalents might look like. I have added
comments to a few when I felt some clarification
might be helpful.
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Golf It is through the courtesy we show to
other people that we communicate our
respect for them and that we show them
how important we think they are.
Archery Ditto.
Golf The first and foremost rule of golf and
golf etiquette is safety.
Archery The first and foremost rule of archery
and archery etiquette is safety.
Golf Remember to be quiet – don’t talk, or
giggle about their bad swing, or rattle
through your bag for your clubs.
Archery Remember to be quiet when others are
shooting – don’t tell jokes or comment on
others bad form, or rattle through your
equipment.
Golf Good golf etiquette sometimes means
putting your own interests second to
those around you.
Archery Good archery etiquette sometimes means
putting your own interests second to
those around you.
Comment At NFAA Nationals one year I spotted
for a fellow competitor who had clearly
just shot the wrong target. If he continued to do so, I gain points on him, but I
suggested he check whether he was
shooting the right target and he scored
his remaining three arrows. You are not
required to say such things, but it was the
courteous thing to do.
Golf When you lose a ball don’t fret about it,
just reach into your bag and pull out
another ball and pick up from where you
left off.
Archery When you lose an arrow (in the grass or
the woods) don’t make everyone behind
you wait, if after a quick search you don’t
find it, make a note to come back to look
for it later.
Archery Focus

Golf If you have properly raked the bunker,
there will be no trace of your presence
there after you have left.
Archery When you leave the range, there should
be almost no trace of your presence there
after you have left.
Comment You should always clean up after yourself,
leaving no litter, etc. If you have kids,
they shouldn’t be off of the trail/field
picking flowers, etc.
Golf A golf-course-friendly practice is to
require golfers to wear “soft spikes” on
their shoes.
Archery Don’t use your boots to dig shooting stations into the ground near the shooting
stakes. (Field Archery)
Comment Having spent more than a little time with
a rake on a field range, if you dig a level
place to stand, you are changing the competition for those who follow you (who
will now have an improved shooting
position to shoot from) and the shooting
station just has to be repaired later. Field
archery is about not having a level place
to stand, in part.

Golf The best route to your own ball is to walk
behind any other balls laying on the
green. But if that is not possible, then
step over the imaginary line between any
ball and the hole.
Archery Don’t walk over arrows laying on the
ground in front of a target. Pick them up
and hand them to their owner.
Golf When you are studying hard to see where
your putt goes, you may not choose a
vantage point that is within the peripheral vision of the golfer who is putting or,
that will be, in any way, distracting to the
putter.
Archery When you are sizing up a shot, do not
interfere in any way with those shooting
before you. (Field Archery)
Golf When your group is finished putting out,
carefully replace the flagstick without
damaging the sides of the hole, move off
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the green and proceed to the next tee.
Archery When you are finished scoring a target,
tidy up any irregularities and move back
to the shooting line (or on to the next
target).
Comment Standing at the target and discussing
scores, etc. prevents the event from continuing. Move back to the shooting line
(or on to the next target) to have your
discussions. Obviously if there is a dispute involving the need of a Judge/Range
Captain, this does not apply. All such
disputes must be settled before the
arrows can be pulled.
Golf If you are going to ask another group to
allow you to play through, do so in a
courteous manner and at a convenient
time. Be courteous and quick as you hit
your shots in playing through.
Archery If you are going to ask another group to
allow you to shoot through, do so in a
courteous manner and at a convenient
time. Be courteous and quick as you
shoot your shots in shooting through.
(Field Archery)

Golf Plan your shot before it’s your turn.
Archery Plan your shot before it’s your turn.
(Field Archery)
Comment I shot in a State Field Championship in
which one of my competitors didn’t
bother setting his sight or even getting
out his sight setting card until he got to
the line. He must have added a good
hour to the time it took to shoot that day.
When it is your turn, be ready to shoot!
Of course, this is not a problem in
target archery where the clock will start
without you.
Golf Keep up with the group ahead of you.
Archery Keep up with the group ahead of you.
(Field Archery)
Comment In many competitions, you aren’t allowed to
“shoot through” so if you shoot glacially slowly, you slow down all of the groups behind
Continued on the Next Page
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you. Those archers then have no chance to
develop a rhythm in their shooting.

into the sport of archery.
The First Tee’s Values Translated for Archery

Golf You must also be careful not to be so
close that you hit your ball into the previous group.
Archery You must be sure that the previous group
is well clear of the target before you
shoot. (Field Archery)
Golf Watch the shots of everyone in your
group.
Archery Watch the shots of everyone in your
group. (Field Archery)
Comment When arrows miss the butt, much time
can be spent looking for them. If you can
spot such misses, they are easier to find.
Golf Remember that good golf etiquette is
required at the practice area as well as on
the course. At the practice area golfers are
concentrating on improving and correcting their swings and that can only be
done where there is a minimum of distraction. Demonstrate that you understand and appreciate good golf etiquette
even when you are at the practice areas.
Archery Remember that good archery etiquette is
required at the practice area as well as on
the course. At the practice area archers
are concentrating on improving and correcting their form and equipment and
that can only be done where there is a
minimum of distraction. Demonstrate
that you understand and appreciate good
archery etiquette even when you are at
the practice areas.
The world of golf also has aspects of its youth
programs worth emulating, most notably in The First
Tee. The First Tee, a youth golfing program sponsored by the World Golf Foundation, has as its mission “To impact the lives of young people by providing learning facilities and educational programs that
promote character-development and life-enhancing
values through the game of golf.” Part of their program includes a set of “core values.”

Honesty
Archery is a sport in which archers will call penalties
on themselves and report their own score accurately.
Integrity
Archery is a game of etiquette and composure. Players are responsible for their actions and personal conduct on the archery range even at times when others
are not looking.
Sportsmanship
Archers must know and abide by the rules of archery
and be able to conduct themselves in a kind and
respectful manner towards others, even in a competitive game.
Respect
In archery it is important to show respect for oneself,
one’s fellow archers, one’s fellow competitors, the
archery range, and for the honor and traditions of the
sport.
Confidence
Confidence plays a key role in the level of performance that one achieves. Archers can increase confidence in their abilities by being positive and focusing
on something they are doing well regardless of the
outcome.
Responsibility
Archers are responsible for their actions on the
archery range. It is up to them to keep score, repair
targets, pick up litter, and keep up with the pace of
shooting.
Perseverance
To succeed in archery, archers must continue through
bad breaks and their own mistakes, while learning
from their experiences.

The First Tee’s Nine Core Values

Courtesy
A competitive round of archery should begin and end
with a handshake between fellow competitors. Players
also should be still and quiet while others are preparing for and performing a shot.

The First Tee (www.thefirsttee.org) has established
Nine Core Values that represent some of the many
inherently positive values connected with the game of
golf. These they build right into the instruction of
young golfers. These are models to emulate. Here is
what these golfing values look like when translated

Judgment
Using good judgment is very important in archery. It
comes into play when deciding on strategy, sight setting, when to play safe and when to take a chance, the
type of shot players consider executing, as well as
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making healthy choices on and off the archery range.
Shouldn’t we be doing the same for our young participants? Shouldn’t we be providing new archers with
our expectations of their behavior as participants in
our sport? Some may claim that “we already do this;”
I say “show me.” Show me where it is written down.
Show me where it is a part of any of our youth archery
programs. Show me that this is what new archers
learn in their first archery experience.
I still have Golf Envy.
We will be incorporating such values and rules of
etiquette in all of the programs we develop. I hope
you will consider doing likewise.
And, if you have suggestions for other rules of
golf etiquette or deportment, please send them to me.
I will report all I get back to you.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Archers #1
Welcome, beginning archers! This is the first of a series of articles provided by
Archery Education Resources for you. Each issue of Archery Focus magazine will
include an article for you, and an article for your coach. (Hey, they are learning, too!)
Much of the rest of this magazine can be helpful to you, also, so do take a look around!
Also, realize that your subscription includes access to every article we have ever published! AFm is the largest accessible archive of archery information in the world.

Getting Your Own
Archery Gear
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
If you have been shooting for a few months
and you want to continue in archery, it is time to consider getting your own equipment. (Yes, you can tell
your parents we said so!) There are a number of ways
to go about this, so in this article and in the next couple, I will address the most common of these: borrowing equipment, buying new equipment, and buying used equipment.
The Fine Print

I know you want to get right to the details of what
you need to get and what your options are, but there
are a few details we have to cover first. With possessing your own archery stuff comes obligations and
responsibilities, too. Here are the most important
ones:
You May Only Shoot at an Authorized Archery Range
We had a young man in one of our first programs
who, after one or two lessons, talked his parents into
buying him a bow and arrows. His parents thought
nothing of taking him to a state park to shoot it! On
a hiking trail! When they told us this and we stopped
screaming and tearing our hair out, we explained that
“You . . . can’t . . . do . . . that!” Many places apply the
same rules to bows and arrows that they apply to
firearms, so if you are in doubt about whether it is
okay to shoot somewhere, just imagine what would
happen if you started shooting a gun! The only places
you can legally shoot arrows from a bow are a certified
archery range (permanent or temporary) and on pri-
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vate property (and usually not there, either). So, our
rule is simple: you may only shoot at an authorized
archery range.
You May Not Let Anyone Else Use Your Equipment
If you are inclined to let your friends “give archery a
try,” just take a couple of deep breaths and say “no.” If
you need an excuse, it is a condition of being in an
AER Archery Program. You have to agree to this rule
to be a part of one of our programs, it is that simple.
“But why?” you ask. Archery is so much fun, my
friends want to try it, what’s the problem? There are
so many reasons we hardly know where to start. First
of all, to teach people archery requires some experience and quite a bit of training. Your AER Archery
Coach has had a two day course, plus worked under a
program director for three classes before he/she was
allowed to teach kids in his/her own class and even
then he/she does not work alone. (It takes two people
to handle a problem, should one come up.) So, are you
so sure you can teach your friends archery that you
can guarantee they won’t get hurt? We don’t think so.
If someone gets hurt, who do you think is legally
liable? You? Yep! Well, if you are under the age of 18,
your parents bear all of the liability. Imagine having to
tell your parents you did something stupid and, well,
they are getting sued!
There is no upside to doing this. Instead, use the
excuse “I can’t, it is not allowed,” lame as it is, and
then tell them you will ask your archery instructor
when they can get a try. There may be a fun shoot
Archery Focus

coming up, or your friends might be invited to the last
class in your series, or something like that.
Your Archery Gear Needs to Be Stored Safely There
are two parts to this. If you leave your bow, for example, in the trunk of a car during the summer for a couple of days, it might not survive the heat. The same
goes for leaving bows in attics where it is hot (summer) or very cold (winter) or basements where it can
get damp. All of these conditions are to be avoided.
Bows and arrows need to be stored properly so they
don’t get damaged. They also need to be stored properly, so they don’t get used by other people in your
absence or even stolen. If you had your bow out to
show a friend, and another friend came along and the
three of you left to go do something and left your bow
out in plain sight on the porch or in your yard, someone might steal it. Or, your little sister or brother, who
has been begging you to try archery, notices that you
left your bow out and. . . . Do you get the picture here?
You are responsible for your equipment, even when
you aren’t there. Every time you use your archery gear,
you are responsible for putting it away in a safe place,
like your closet or a locker in your garage.
Shooting with Hand-me-downs

When I was growing up, my parents had a great many
friends, so any time I experienced an interest in some-

UP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and . . .

thing, I was presented with the
equipment
necessary
. . . on loan from one of their friends or
relatives. My first musical instrument
was borrowed from a cousin. My first car
was on loan! Now, you may not be in the same
situation, but don’t be surprised if someone the
family knows “used to do archery.” The question here
is “Can I use borrowed equipment?”
Fitting Borrowed Equipment The whole purpose
of having your own equipment is to carefully fit it to
you, so that everything is just right. The biggest
obstacle to having somebody front you archery equipment you can use, is that adult equipment is almost
always entirely wrong for younger archers. Young
archers generally need bows that are not too heavy,
that need little pulling force to draw (we call this
“draw weight” because the pulling force is measured
in pounds), and which tend to be smaller in size.
Adult equipment tends to be heavier, have higher
drawing weights, and be larger in size. While many
bows have adjustable draw weights that can be
“turned down” it usually isn’t enough. The same is true
for bows with adjustable draw lengths (compound
bows). Often there isn’t enough “adjustability” built
into so that the bow can be fit to you.
Continued on the Next Page

DOWN 1, 2 = “ONE REP” in . . .

THE DRAW WEIGHT TEST

If you can repeat this test 10+ times you can maybe try more draw weight, 8 times is about right, if only 3-4 maybe the bow has
too much draw weight for you right now. Try this with borrowed bows and figure out your own “best draw weight.” This will
change over time (with practice) so do the test as often as you think to see if your draw weight still is best for you.

Archery Focus
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Let’s say you can adjust these
things until they are okay, the biggest
drawback is still how heavy the bow is.
To shoot properly you have to be able to
hold the bow up in one arm with your arm
all of the way out! Here is a “test” to see if the
bow is “too heavy” or not: if you can lift the bow
straight out to your side (where it would be if you
were shooting) and count to five . . . slowly . . . then
the bow is not too heavy. If you can’t get to five . . .
slowly . . . then the bow is too heavy.
When it comes to arrows, the problems are
even greater. The arrow you need to shoot is based on
how much draw weight and draw length you have.
Beginners, especially kids, have shorter draw lengths
and lower draw weights. This means they need arrows
that are not very stiff. Adults, with longer draw
lengths and higher draw weights need stiffer arrows.
So, adult arrows are probably too long and too stiff for
you. If you cut them down a bit, they will be shorter
(good!) but also way stiffer (very bad!). There is no
way to make arrows much less stiff.
Checking Out Borrowed Equipment Let’s say you
got really lucky and you are being lent equipment that
fits you. (We will discuss how to tell if it fits later.)
This doesn’t tell us if it is safe for you to shoot. Talk
to any archer who has been around for a while and
they will have a story about something that broke
spectacularly while they were shooting. If Aunt

Delia’s bow has been stored in the attic for the last
twenty years, it might be dangerous to shoot. The best
thing you can do is to get a competent bow mechanic to test it out. If you are lucky enough to have a good
archery shop near you, take it to the shop and ask
them to see if it is safe to shoot. Expect to pay for this
service along with any new parts you might need.
Take any arrows with you, too. We do not recommend you shoot wood arrows, borrowed or not. Old
wood arrows are really brittle and even brand new
wood arrows break far too easily in the hands of
beginners. Even if you want to shoot traditionally
(like Robin Hood), we recommend you learn to shoot
with sturdier arrows and only switch to wood arrows
when you have become an expert.
Closing the Deal Even if the equipment isn’t quite
right for you, it might be in the future. If your aunt,
uncle, or cousin really wants you to have their equipment, you may want to take it with the understanding
that you will have to “grow into it.” You may find the
equipment useable in a few years or you may find that
you can sell it on eBay to make enough money to buy
what really want. (There are collectors of all kinds of
older archery equipment who pay real money for
equipment that no longer works! Bows that are no
longer safe to shoot are referred to as “wall hangers”
as they are only suitable as decorations. Even so, such
bows are still sold for substantial prices.) If you decide
to go this route I recommend that you check in with
your relative to make sure your doing that won’t
offend them.
The important thing regarding borrowed
equipment is if it is too heavy, has too much draw
weight, or is too big or too small for you that equipment will kill any chance of you shooting accurately.
This is not only frustrating, it may result in you giving up the sport. The real test is whether you can raise
the bow, draw it easily, and shoot dozens of arrows
without getting real tired.
In the next article we’ll look at how to go about
buying new equipment.
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AER Articles for Coaches #1
Welcome, coaches! This is the first of a series of articles provided by Archery Education
Resources for you. If you want to see what we are telling your students, take a peek at the
companion article in this section. Each issue of Archery Focus magazine is going to have two
AER Articles, one for students and one for coaches. (Remember, to be a good coach, you have
to keep learning!) We are going to try to keep the two articles on the same topic as we expect
that, as students read their articles, they may be running right to you with questions. (It kind
of sounds like we are recommending you read both articles in self defense and we guess that
is true.)

Coach, Coach Can
I Shoot My Bow?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
If this question hasn’t been directed your way
yet, it will be soon. Your student, youth or adult, is
looking to you for a good answer here. The scary
thing, though, is that you have no idea where this bow
has come from. Maybe they just bought it . . . or
maybe it has been in Aunt Delia’s attic for the last 40
years. So, what do you do?
There are two parts to an answer to this question:
#1 Is it safe for anyone to shoot this bow? and #2 Is it
suitable for this particular student? We’ll look at both
of these in some detail and give you some tools to
work with.
Is it Safe for Anyone to Shoot this Bow? If the bow
was just purchased, the odds the bow isn’t safe are
very low. And, yes, this does happen, students show
up to class with brand new bows and they didn’t ask
you anything about what is involved in buying one.
And we don’t have time during Class #1 to include
the message “Please don’t go out and buy a bow just
yet, we will give you information about that later.”
Just last year we had two boys come to their second
class with bows their parents had just purchased for
them. So, if this is the case, that is you have new bows
to deal with, you can just skip down to the next section.
If the bow is clearly not new, then there is a
greater concern as to whether the bow is shootable.
Of course, you want to ask about the bow: “How did
Archery Focus

you get it?” “How old is it?” “Where has it been
stored?” and while you are getting the story, do a visual inspection of the bow. If the bow has wooden parts,
are there any cracks or splits in the wood? If there are
metal parts, do you see any corrosion or other damage. Check all cables and strings for fraying and broken strands. Check the limbs for stress cracks (small
cracks parallel to the edge of the limb) and delaminaContinued on the Next Page

Some damage to a bow or its parts is caught in a visual inspection, like
badly frayed strings or cables..
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tions (separations of the layers of a
limb). Small stress cracks are usually
not a problem but delaminations make
the bow into a “wall hanger,” that is suitable to be used as a decoration only.
What you are looking for does depend on
the kind of bow. Compound bows have cables and
slides and cams that are all moving parts. Recurve
bows and longbows have very few moving parts. Most
serious damage is hard to pick up by eye: this is
because if the bow were obviously damaged, most
people wouldn’t even ask you to check it.
Now the bow has to be tested in action. Under no
circumstances are you to try to pull a suspect bow
using normal archery form! Instead, if the bow is a
recurve bow, it is time to try to brace it. If they
brought it in already braced, ask them how long it has
been braced. If it has been braced a long time, it is far
likelier to have suffered some damage than if not. The
bracing itself is not a problem if the limbs include

Never, ever pull a suspect bow using normal archery form. Use this technique instead (details in text). It this bow breaks, pieces will go flying
. . . down into the floor instead of into you!.
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fiberglass laminations; it is just that if the bow has
been subjected to extreme temperatures and/or
humidity’s while braced, it is more likely to have suffered damage.
Use a bowstringer and slowly and careful see of
you can get the bow braced. Listen to the bow as it is
bent. If you hear any creaks or cracking noises, stop,
back up . . . and tell the bow’s owner that you don’t
think the bow is safe to shoot. They might want to get
another opinion from a bow mechanic or other
expert.
If you can brace the bow, then you can do a draw
test. On a rug, or folded towel, place the bow (back
down) on the padded surface. Place your foot on the
grip area where your bow hand would normally go.
Then draw . . . slowly, slowly . . . the bowstring
straight up (see the photo). Again, you are listening
for creaks or cracking noises. If you hear any, tell the
bow’s owner that you don’t think the bow is safe to
shoot, but they might want to get another opinion
from a bow mechanic or other expert. This is done
this way so that if the bow does break catastrophically, the pieces will be flung into the floor/ground rather
into you. So, It is a good idea to keep spectators back
5-6 feet for safety.
If the bow is a compound bow, the test is the
same, again you listen carefully, and you need to look
to see if all of the moving parts are moving and moving freely. If anything looks at all suspicious (parts
sticking, creaking or cracking noises, etc.), err on the
side of caution and tell the bow’s owner that you can’t
tell if the bow is safe to shoot, and they will have to
get a good bow mechanic or other expert to examine
it and clear it for use. (Tell them they will be charged
for that service including charges for any replacement
parts needed.)
While this took quite a while to describe, it only
takes a few minutes or so to check out a bow.
At all times, you must be aware of your own limitations. If you have little experience with compound
bows or older wooden recurve bows, whatever the
case, it is best to deflect the question to a skilled bow
mechanic at a good archery shop. If there is no such
shop nearby, maybe somebody at a local club can help
them out. I say “them” as this is not “your” issue. If
you take such tasks onto yourself, remember that people will hold you accountable for any mishaps in the
process (and probably won’t pay you for your time and
effort, either).
To Check An Older Bow for Safety
1. Do a visual inspection.
2. If a recurve brace the bow (listen).
3. Do a draw test (listen).
4. Err on the side of caution.
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Now that the scary part is over (having a bow disintegrate at full draw is very dangerous and should
never happen during a class you are running) let’s
look at the other part of the
question’s answer.
Is the Bow Suitable for This
Particular Student? This is
potentially a tougher question to
answer. Remember that you are
provided program equipment
where everything was predetermined to work together for students like yours. When
somebody brings their own equipment, you have no
idea if it is so matched, so it must be checked. Let’s
look at each particular concern and how you can go
about checking to see if things work for your student.

Be aware that a very enthusiastic
student who fails this test will say,
“Let me try again, I know I can do it.”
If it were easy (as it should be) they
would have done it the
first time. Trying to wield
a bow that is too heavy or has
too much draw weight, or too
much of anything is very unwise.
Encourage the student, if
younger, that he can try again . . .
in six months. “You are just going
to have to grow into it.” Practice this sentence, you
will say it more than a few times.

“Under no circumstances
are you to try to pull a
suspect bow using
normal archery form!”

Is the bow too heavy?
If the bow is too heavy for the student, it can’t be shot
with good form, so it is a detriment to learning
archery. To test whether the bow is light enough to
hold up at arm’s length, we recommend the “Is the
Bow Too Heavy Test.”
Is the Bow Too Heavy Test
Have the student lift the bow straight out to
their side with one arm (where it would be if
they were shooting) and then count to five . . .
slowly. If they can’t hold the bow up for that
length of time then the bow is too heavy. If
they can get to five . . . slowly . . . then the
bow is okay.

Is the bow too big or too small?
With recurve bows and longbows, the height of the
bow is a factor in its ability to be shot well. The test is
to put the tip of the strung bow on the student’s shoe
top and then see how far up the other tip is on his/her
body. The other tip should be somewhere between
chin and nose. It can be lower or higher, but if much
lower (5-6 inches or more) the bow is being overstressed by a too long draw and there is the possibility of the string coming off of the limb tips at full
draw; if much higher (5-6 inches or more) then the
bow’s limbs are not working effectively (getting less
energy out of the bow while the archer is doing more
work than necessary). It is not dangerous to shoot a
bow that is too long, it just doesn’t work as well as a
better fitting bow. In this case, we try to talk the stuContinued on the Next Page
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dent into continuing to use the program bows until they had grown some,
but if they insisted there is no harm in
shooting the bow.
Does the bow have too much draw weight?
Having too much draw weight kills archery form. It
is as simple as that. Ask the archer to draw the bow
using their best form (remind them of the danger of
dry fires first) a couple of times. If they seem to be
straining at all with the draw, you can do a more formal test. Here is a test to tell if the bow they want to
use has too little, too much, or just the right amount
of draw weight. This test was developed by Coach
Kim, H.T. of Korea:
The Draw Weight Test
Draw your bow to anchor, hold for seven seconds comfortably, then let down to predraw
position (3-4 inches of draw) for two seconds.
If you can do this eight times in succession
without strain, your draw weight is correct. If
you can only do this 3-4 times, it will be difficult to learn to shoot well. If you can do this
ten times, your draw weight can be increased.
Note that at no time during the test does the student get to rest or even get back to brace height. This
test was developed for archers who already had good
form so you don’t have to be too strict in its interpretation. Five or six reps using good form is probably a
passing performance.

“‘You are just going to
have to grow into it.’
Practice this sentence,
you will say it more
than a few times.”
If you have a compound bow, this test doesn’t
work, so simply ask the student to draw the bow on
the level using their best form and then do a let down
back to brace, rest for two seconds and then redraw.
The same numbers of repetitions should be good
indicators of whether the bow is easy enough to draw.
To Check Bows for Fit
1. Do a Is the Bow Too Heavy Test.
2. Check for adequate length of recurves and longbows.
3. Do a Draw Weight Test.
4. Err on the side of caution.
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Are the student’s arrows the right size
and in shooting condition?

Your student may also present some arrows for you to
examine. If they are willing to continue to use our
arrows, all you have to check is whether there is good
nock fit (see below) (Generally we are more comfortable with the student using our arrows, but it may be
important to the student to use his/hers.) If they
absolutely want to use their own arrows do a visual
inspection of the arrows that came with the bow.
Look for bends (aluminum), cracks (carbon, fiberglass), and broken nocks, loose points, and missing
vanes (all). After being found fit to be used, the two
most critical aspects of the arrows are length (for safety) and nock fit.
Are the arrows of a safe length? Just do the same
arrow fitting routine you were taught in your Beginner Course class (see photo and your Instructor Training Manual).
Is the nock fit okay? To test if the nocks fit on the
bowstring acceptably, do the “Nock Fit Test.”
The Nock Fit Test
To test for nock fit, snap an arrow onto the
bowstring and allow it to hang straight down.
If you slap the string right next to the arrow
with a couple of fingers, the arrow should fall
off. If the arrow won’t hang at all, the nock is
too loose. If it won’t come off when the string
is struck in the test, it is too tight.
If the nocks are too loose, the string can be
replaced with one of more strands, or re-served with
thicker serving thread. If too tight, larger grooved
nocks can be used, or the string can be replaced with
one of fewer strands, or re-served with thinner serving thread. The book Simple Maintenance for
Archery has an easy procedure for adjusting the diameter of a bowstring upward (the most common fix
needed) that only uses some dental floss and which
can save time and effort.
If the arrows are unbroken, long enough, and
have adequate nock fit, they can be used.
To Check Older Arrows for Safety/Fit
1. Do a visual inspection.
2. Check for adequate length.
3. Do a Nock Fit Test.
4. Err on the side of caution.
Your ability to answer the “Hey, Coach, Can I
Use My Bow?” question is always limited by your
experience and knowledge. We recommend you err
on the side of caution and if you have a good local
archery shop, it doesn’t hurt to drop by or call them
up and ask them whether they will perform this service. If they do so for a reasonable fee, it is strongly
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